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WE KEEP YOU WARM!

QUALITY MADE IN EUROPE

Carinthia is the Latin name for Kaernten but our
company name is not the only connection to the
region we come from – we also have the mountains. Not long after the company’s founding, it was
the mountains that inspired us to transfer our
expertise from making quality down bedding to the
construction of sleeping bags, mostly for specialist
mountaineers. It is still that way today. In our headquarters in the Austrian town of Seeboden and in
our European subsidiaries, we develop and produce
our sleeping bags for the extreme challenges of the
mountains, the Arctic and the Antarctic. But we also
pass this this experience on to a broad collection of
sleeping bags for the more moderate climates and
uses around the world. Regardless of where you
use your sleeping bag – our claim is a promise we
make to you, and a challenge we set for us.

We manufacture 100% of our products in Europe –
both in our wholly-owned premises in Slovakia and
in our headquarters in Carinthia. We strongly
believe that this local production is the only way to
control the process and guarantee the highest
manufacturing standards we need to provide the
best quality and performance you want. As a
family-owned business, we are lucky enough to
plan and develop our company’s success on a
long-term basis – no obsessively keeping an eye
on shareholder value and stock prices. Producing
“in our back yard” gives us the flexibility to rapidly
enhance quality and design of the product and
produce it immediately. We are continually
searching for and implementing new solutions to
enhance the safety, comfort and outdoor
experiences of our customers.

CARINTHIA KEEPS YOU WARM
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SLEEPING BAG KNOW-HOW

SHAPE

RECTANGULAR SLEEPING BAGS

Rectangular sleeping bags have 2 advantages: They
offer increased freedom of movement and when zipped
open they can be used as quilts.

MUMMY-SHAPED SLEEPING BAGS

In comparison, mummy-shaped sleeping bags have a
narrower cut to reduce “dead-air space” and therefore
more thermally efficient at retaining body heat.

FILLING

TEMPERATURE RATING
All sleeping bags are tested for their thermal efficiency
according to international standards (EN 13537). In this way
the customer has a temperature value with which the performance of the product can be estimated. Despite this, it is
important to remember that these are laboratory
bench-mark values only, as individual sensitivity to cold
depends on many physical attributes.
Gender
Level of fitness
Level of exhaustion
State of health
Momentary physical condition
Nutritional state
Dehydration
Altitude
Duration of the stay outdoors
Efficiency of the insulating pad

Naturally other factors such as air humidity, wind, as well as
night-time and daytime temperature variations also play a
decisive role. So when in doubt – better too warm than too
cold.

DOWN

+ offers enhanced insulation compared to the
same weight of synthetic fibre
+ packing size is reduced
+ offers an unrivalled sleeping comfort
- it can absorb moisture and humidity to many
-

times its own weight, leading to an almost
complete loss of its insulating power
as a natural product it is significantly more
expensive than synthetic fibre

SYNTHETIC FIBRE

+ is considerably more resistant to moisture
+ does not absorb as much moisture when used
on consecutive nights
+ retains most of it’s insulation power even when
damp
+ is better value and more durable
- has a somewhat larger pack size
- weighs slightly more for the same thermal

TEMPERATURE RANGE
The sleeping bag norm EN 13537 came into effect in 2005. It
was introduced to make the temperature data transparent for
the end user. The norm includes 3 values:
1. Comfort temperature range (Tcomf):
The value for an average woman (25 years old, 60 kg, 1.60 m),
who is just not feeling cold yet.
2. Comfort-limit temperature range (Tlim):
The value for an average man (25 years old, 70 kg, 1.73 m) who
is just not feeling cold yet.
3. Extreme temperature range (Text):
The value for an average woman (25 years old, 60 kg, 1.60 m)
under extreme cold conditions—running the risk of hypothermia.

efficiency
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CARINTHIA-PRODUCTS

PICTOGRAMS

We offer sleeping bags made to fit your field of use. We leave out everything that is
unnecessary and concentrate on the features that are useful and legitmate for your
required purposes.
Differencial Cut
The optimal method of constructing insulation in layers. The outer layer is cut bigger in
order to properly cover the larger space over
the inner layer (whether it is G-LOFT &
CQ-Down™) .

Anatomically Formed Foot Box
Elaborate 3-dimensional construction of the
foot section. It envelops the feet so that the
tips of the toes do not press the lining onto the
outer shell to prevent cold bridges occurring.

Thermal Draught Collar
A collar inside the sleeping bag filled with
insulating material that can be cinched tight,
preventing cold bridges, and retaining body
heat in the area of the torso.

Zipper Heat Strip
Filled with insulation material, interior zipper
cover to avoid cold spots along the zipper.

Zipper Draught Tube
An insulated tube/flap covering the zip,
which prevents cold air and drafts from
entering and reduces condensation.

Anti-Snag Tape
A textile band to prevent snagging of the
zipper.

2-Way-Zipper
The 2-Way-Zipper enables micro-climatemanagement. By adjusting the zipper according
to climatic requirements, you can reach an
optimal ventilation of your sleeping system.

Combinable
Thanks to the choice between left and right
entry, it is possible to zip your Carinthia
sleeping bags together (for a more intimate
experience). Besides the comfort factor, this
feature also provides safety: A body
constantly creates warmth. By combining
the sleeping bags you can survive colder
conditions in extreme situations.

Thermoflect
This material has the unique ability to
reflect your body heat. In this way, it
increases heat retention and thermal
efficiency.

USED MATERIALS
Shellproof
Lightweight Polyamid-rip-stop
fabric with waterproof breathable hydrophilic polyurethane
coating (100% PA + PU coating).
Shellproof Ultra
Extremely lightweight Polyamidrip-stop fabric with waterproof
breathable hydrophilic PU
membrane (100% PA + PU
membrane).

Shelltex
Down-proof Polyamid-rip-stop fabric (100% PA).
Shelltex Ultra
Lightweight, water repellent, breathable and downproof polyamide fabric with a smooth touch (100%
PA, 32 g/m²).
Shelltex Superlight
Extremely lightweight, breathable and downproof
polyamide fabric with a very soft touch (100% PA,
25 g/m²).
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Shelltrans
Light, breathable & down-proofpolyamide-rip-stop-fabric with
(100% PA).
Gore Windstopper®
Wind and waterproof, breathable
polyester fabric with ePTFE
membrane (100% PES).
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G-LOFT - PREMIUM INSULATION TECHNOLOGY

G-LOFT®

Warm, light and breathable - even in extremely wet and cold weather: The
revolutionary G-LOFT insulation meets the highest standards and combines
the benefits of natural down with the ruggedness of a synthetic fibre. And it is
permanent. Due to the ”MEMORY EFFECT” the fibres automatically return to
their original and unique form, providing warmth, even after repeated washing
and hard use. G-LOFT guarantees optimal thermal insulation and heat regulation, both indoors and outdoors.

TECHNOLOGY

®

BENEFITS

Bi-Component-Fibre

Warm & Light

Special Fibre Blend

Highly Compressible

Natural Clustering

Top Wet Condition Performance

Maximum heat rating at a minimum
weight: G-LOFT is measurably
perceptibly lighter and has measurably
higher heat rating/thermal efficiency
for the same weight.

MEMORY EFFECT : The exceptionally
fluffy and warming spiral form of the
G-LOFT insulation is achieved through
the molecular structure of the
bi-component-fibre.

Microfibres and „Low-Melt-Fibres“
guarantee a permanent, fluffy G-LOFT
insulation with the minimum possible
packsize.

The miraculously small pack/weight
ratio: When packed, air escapes from
the G-LOFT insulation, which later
quickly unfolds again due to the
MEMORY EFFECT.

Similar to high-end down, G-LOFT
products form „Clusters“. Air is trapped
in countless small pockets and
ensures an optimal insulation.

In contrast to down G-LOFT fibres
absorb no moisture. This guarantees a
high thermal rating/thermal efficency
even in wet conditions.

Easy-Care

G-LOFT products can be machinewashed in standard domestic washing
machines and are therefore perfect for
allergy sufferers.

THERMOFLECT
All of our synthetic sleeping bags are equipped
with Thermoflect: an aluminium-bonded fleece
material which reflects body heat back inside.
Weighs little, hardly affects water vapour
permeability, yet it increases heat retention.

Highly Breathable

The breathable G-LOFT products
guarantee a perfect temperature
regulation outdoors and an optimal
sleeping climate.

G-LOFT.AT
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SYNTHETIC FIBRE SLEEPING BAGS

OVERVIEW

Overview according to EN 13537 in °C, Comfort Limit (M)

G-AIR

LITE

YOUNG HERO

EXPLORER

Kids Sleeping Bag

RECTANGULAR
SLEEPING BAGS

WILDLIFE

+10°C
X-Lite

Explorer Top / MF

Lite 850

Young Hero

Traveller

Interrail

Tropen

0°C
G-Air

Lite 1000

Lite 1300

-10°C
Brenta

Lite 1800

Defence 4

Lite 2000

-20°C
Wilderness

Lite ES

-30°C

-40°C
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®

G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE SLEEPING BAGS

G-AIR

The new G-AIR is a lightweight alpine sleeping bag with perfect warmth-to-weight
ratio. At only 980g it reaches a comfort temperature at the zero degree mark.
Mountain expeditions, high altitude mountaineering and trekking - when low weight and excellent
warmth-to-weight ratio is critical.
Differential cut
Water-repellent Shelltex Ultra outer material
Soft & very light Shelltex Superlight inner lining with high breathability
Contoured hood
Individually adjustable face opening
Inner pocket

//features
Differential Cut
Zipper Heat Strip
Anti-Snag Tape
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®

Model
G-AIR

Comfort
W
2,7
2,7

Comfort
Limit M
-2,7
-2,7

Extreme Size
-19,0
-19,0

M
L

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)

215/74/48
230/77/50

980
1.080

18 x 34
20 x 36

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

SS 94150
SS 94160

SS 94151
SS 94161

Temperaturangaben nach EN 13537
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Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
Outer shell
Shelltex Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Superlight
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®

G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE SLEEPING BAGS

LITE BLUE

The LITE Blue series contains models for almost any situation. In 3 of the 4 seasons
this is the best equipment for you. If you value ruggedness, versatility and a good
price/performance ratio, then the LITE Blue series is unbeatable.
Interrail, biking, camping, trekking – when a versatile and reliable companion is needed.
Differential cut
Water repellent Shelltex outer shell
Soft & very light Shelltex Ultra inner lining (high breathability)
Pre-formed and G-LOFT filled thermal collar
Anatomically formed foot-box (except X-LITE)
Contoured hood
Face opening with G-LOFT filling that can be adjusted individually
Inner pocket (except X-LITE)

//features
Differential Cut
Anatomically Formed Foot Box*
Thermal Draught Collar*
Zipper Heat Stirp
Zipper Draught Tube*
Anti-Snag Tape
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®
*not included in model X-LITE

Model
X-Lite
850

1000
1300

Comfort
W
13,5
13,5
10,2
10,2
10,2
3,2
3,2
1,0
1,0
1,0

Comfort
Limit M
9,9
9,9
6,1
6,1
6,1
-2,1
-2,1
-4,7
-4,7
-4,7

Extreme
-2,5
-2,5
-7,6
-7,6
-7,6
-18,4
-18,4
-21,8
-21,8
-21,8

Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

M
L
S
M
L
M
L
S
M
L

215/76/52
230/79/54
200/73/50
215/76/52
230/79/54
215/76/52
230/79/54
200/73/50
215/76/52
230/79/54

730
770
1.100
1.200
1.300
1.600
1.700
1.700
1.810
1.900
2.000

SS 94110
SS 94120
SS 91210
SS 91220
SS 91230
SS 90740
SS 90950
SS 93850
SS 91190
SS 91200

SS 94111
SS 94121
SS 91211
SS 91221
SS 91231
SS 90741
SS 90951
SS 93851
SS 91191
SS 91201

18 x 34
18 x 34
22 x 44
22 x 44
22 x 44
22 x 44
22 x 44
25 x 46
25 x 46
25 x 46

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
Outer shell
Shelltex
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

Lite 1300

Lite 850
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®

G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE SLEEPING BAGS

LITE RED

Several layers of G-LOFT in a sandwich construction keep you warm and dry even in
extreme conditions. With the LITE Red Series you are always on the safe side.
Trekking in cold regions, motorbike tours, expeditions in cold and damp regions – if both, thermal efficiency as well as
a good price/performance ratio is required and weight doesn't play a decisive role.
Differential Cut
Water repellent Shelltex outer shell
Soft & very light Shelltex Ultra inner lining (high breathability)
Pre-formed and G-LOFT filled thermal collar
Anatomically formed foot-box
Contoured hood
Face opening with G-LOFT filling that can be adjusted individually
Inner pocket

//features
Differential Cut
Anatomically Formed Foot Box
Thermal Draught Collar
Zipper Heat Strip
Zipper Draught Tube
Anti-Snag Tape
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®

Model

1800
2000
ES

Comfort
W
-5,6
-5,6
-5,6
-5,6
-6,7
-6,7
-10,7
-10,7

Comfort
Limit M

Extreme Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)

-12,0
-12,0
-12,0
-12,0
-13,7
-13,7
-18,4
-18,4

-31,8
-31,8
-31,8
-31,8
-33,6
-33,6
-39,7
-39,7

200/78/54
215/81/56
230/84/58
230/91/61
215/81/56
230/84/58
200/78/54
230/84/58

1.800
1.900
2.000
2.100
2.150
2.400
2.550
2.500
2.800

S
M
L
XL
M
L
S
L

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

26 x 48
SS 91280
SS 91281
26 x 48
SS 91150
SS 91151
26 x 48
SS 91160
SS 91161
27 x 52
SS 91170
SS 91171
27 x 52
SS 93740
SS 93741
27 x 52
SS 93750
SS 93751
27 x 52
SS 90670
SS 90671
29 x 62
SS 90660
SS 90661
Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
Outer shell
Shelltex
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
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®

G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE SLEEPING BAGS

EXPLORER TOP

Watertight, windproof and robust. The Explorer Top is a roomy and light summer
sleeping bag for travelling and trekking.
Expeditions, around the world trips, winter tours – when an even better thermal efficiency and utmost flexibility is required.
Watertight Shellproof outer shell
Highly breathable, soft and light Shelltex Ultra inner lining
Individually adjustable face opening
Middle zip

//features
Zipper Heat Strip
Zipper Draught Tube
Anti-Snag Tape
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®

Explorer Top – here combined with a down sleeping bag
(Airpack 600) and a sleeping mat (both not included).

Model

Comfort
W

Comfort
Limit M

Explorer Top

10,5
10,5
10,5

6,4
6,4
6,4

Explorer Top MF

Extreme Size
-7,2
-7,2
-7,2

L
L
XL

Inner
Dimensions (cm)
235/85/60
235/85/60
250/100/75

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)
1.000
1.050
1.200

20 x 36
20 x 36
20 x 36

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

SS 91140
SS 91142
SS 91143

Middle zip
Middle zip
Middle zip

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
Outer shell
Shellproof
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

3IN1 SLEEPING SYSTEM
The dream of all outdoor lovers would be a sleeping bag that can be used under any conditions … A single
model which can be used in summer, in autumn and spring months, as well as in the deepest winter.
The 3in1 sleeping system consists of a roomier synthetic fibre outer sleeping bag (Explorer Top or Explorer
Top MF), which is supplemented by an existing inner sleeping bag (for example, chosen from the ECC line). The
outer sleeping bag provides additional insulation to the down inner bag, as well as weather protection, thanks
to its moisture resistant synthetic fibre filling.
The big advantage is the extreme flexibility of this system: used alone the G-LOFT filled Explorer Top is a light
fully functional summer sleeping bag with room to move in. (If you don't need both bags, you can have the
down sleeping bag as an additional under layer and only use the Explorer Top or vice versa). The down sleeping bag alone offers warmth and comfort on chilly nights, depending on the model type. Together they form
a winter sleeping bag with a unique advantage: There are fewer problems with condensation inside the down
sleeping bag! And why? At very low temperatures the condensation point is located within the sleeping bag.
That means: moisture in the air condenses in the insulation material and the filling becomes damp. This is
especially problematic with down sleeping bags. With the 3in1 system, the condensation point is mostly
within the synthetic filling of the outer shell. The inner down sleeping bag stays dry. Both sleeping bags can
be aired separately ensuring the loft and warmth on longer tours is maintained.

1 SYSTEM, 2 SLEEPING BAGS,
3 POSSIBILITIES

Explorer Top MF
Dewpoint

Condensed water
vapour
Inner sleeping
bag down

With only two sleeping bags a huge range of operations
are covered, and you are best prepared for everything
from expeditions to world trips. In addition, the Explorer
Top MF also has an integrated compartment for sleeping
mats, which secures the mat under the bag and prevents
the sleeper from slipping off the insulation mat.
Included: the 3 in1 Compression bag (20 x 36 cm) with
quick-release buckles for easy opening and closing.

TIPP

The 3IN1-SYSTEM offers two further options: you can easily
use your “main” sleeping bag only (for example the all-round
down model ECC Line 600), when nights are not that cold.
When it gets warmer, grab the EXPLORER TOP without the
liner and enjoy a lightweight and comfortable sleeping bag
for the summer season.

COMFORT TEMPERATURES FOR THE
DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS
(CARINTHIA Suggestions)
Explorer Top + ECC Line 400
Comfort Woman –7°C
Comfort Limit Man –13°C

Explorer Top + ECC Line 1000
Comfort Woman –22°C
Comfort Limit Man –27°C

Explorer Top + ECC Line 600
Comfort Woman –12°C
Comfort Limit Man –17°C

Explorer Top + ECC Line 1300
Comfort Woman –29°C
Comfort Limit Man –38°C

Explorer Top + ECC Line 800
Comfort Woman –17°C
Comfort Limit Man –22°C
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G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE SLEEPING BAGS

YOUNG HERO

Elaborate designs and premium materials is the mixture of our "YOUNG HERO", so
that the outdoor junior feels comfortable and secure while traveling. We do not
declare the temperature range, because there is no test standard for children sleeping
bags.

//features

Water-repellent Shelltex Ultra outer material
Soft & very light Shelltex Ultra inner lining
Individually adjustable face opening
Left-sided zipper

Differencial Cut
Zipper Heat Strip
Anti-Snag Tape
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®

The sleeping bag grows with the little hero. If required,
the foot area extends and thus grows with the child.

Model

Size (cm)

Weight
(g)

Pack size
(cm)

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

Young Hero

155 - 185

1.050

18 x 34

-

SS 91810

Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
Outer shell
Shelltex Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
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G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE SLEEPING BAGS

RECTANGULAR SLEEPING BAGS
At moderate temperatures and when weight and packing size are
not a top priority, rectangular bags are ideal. They offer ample
room for a good night’s sleep and they can be used as a picnic rug
or as an additional quilt in a mountain chalet.

Tent camps, chalet tours, caravaning, Interrail, camping – when comfort is more important than weight and size.

//features
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®*

INTERRAIL

*not included in model TRAVELLER

Good value synthetic sleeping bag with a lot of room and comfort. Its
G-LOFT filling and nylon-viscose lining keep you warm down to the
freezing point.

TRAVELLER

Light synthetic zip-around summer sleeping
bag! The TRAVELLER weighs only 870 g, has a
small pack size and offers pure sleeping luxury
with its genuine silk-satin lining and a partially
contoured hood — whether it is at a chalet, in a
caravan or during a nap at the lake.

Model
Interrail
Traveller

Comfort
W
5,9
5,9
12,9
12,9

Comfort
Limit M
-1,0
-1,0
9,2
9,2

Extreme Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

-14,3
-14,3
-3,5
-3,5

215/80/80
230/92/92
215/80/80
230/92/92

1.800
2.000
870
1.200

SS 91730
SS 91740
SS 91270
SS 91240

SS 91731
SS 91741
SS 91271
SS 91241

M
XL
M
XL

26 x 48
26 x 48
22 x 44
22 x 44

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
Outer shell
Shelltex
Inner lining
Traveller: 100% Silk Satin
Interrail: Polycotton
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

CQ-DOWN™

Down is still unequalled when it comes to the best warmth-weight ratio. Down
the smallest and finest layer of feathers found under the tougher exterieror
feathers of geese and ducks (Weighing only 0.001 to 0.0045 gr). We exclusively
use CARINTHIA CQ-DOWN™, selected from premium duck or goose down with
great diligence and according to the strictest quality standards.

What makes a good down filling?
All the parameters listed below are decisive for the quality of
the down:
The raw material
The species itself:

either goose (= better as it’s larger) or duck, and which breed.

The feed:

concentrated feed is better for growth – e.g. corn feed instead of grass

The climate where the animal lived:

the colder the climate, the better the quality.

The keeping of the animals:

free-range and outdoors is better than indoor breeding.

The age of the animal at the time of culling:

the down of older animals is better, as it is larger, stronger and
better formed.

The know-how and the diligence during further processing.

The ratio of down and feather in the filling is also important
Example: 90/10 goose down. The 90 refers to the percentage of

down and the 10 refers to the percentage of feathers in the insulation mix.
Important: The so-called weight percentage does not give any information
as to the quality of the raw materials and their ability to insulate properly.

What is CQ-DOWN™?
We only use European duck and goose down with a fill power
of 600 to over 800 cuin (= cubic inches). This high-quality,
certified product is processed into CQ-Down™. CQ-Down™
stands for Carinthia Quality and underlines the promise that
we give to our demanding customers.

FILLPOWER
The “fill-power” (also called “loft”) is the most important measure of
down quality. It states which volume can be filled by a certain
amount of down.
CARINTHIA uses the “new” international method as recommended
by the IDFB – International Down and Feather Bureau. A device is
used, where 30 g of down is placed into a cylinder and loaded with a
defined weight for a period of 1 minute. The remaining volume of the
down is measured in cubic inches (1 cuin = 16,39 cm3) and shows
the fill-power of the down.
The IDFB testing method, typically results in around a 5 % lower
value than the “old” American method. In addition, you generally
have to take into consideration a certain measuring tolerance in the
down as it is a natural product. Again, it may vary by up to 5 %. As a
general rule: the more cuin fill-power, the better the heat retention.

What makes down so special?
Thanks to its three-dimensional structure down is able to trap plenty of air in proportion to its weight. A good down feather has about 2
million fluffy “legs” which interlock with other down. In between, the down traps non-heat-conducting air, which protects against the cold.
Due to its very high resilience down can be compressed considerably. After taking the down product out of the stuff sack, shake it well and
give it air to “breathe”. The down expands to the original shape and will keep you as warm as before.
Where does CQ-Down™ come from?
We purchase high quality European goose and duck down from renowned German manufacturers. We only use products that do not come
from live plucking!
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DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

OVERVIEW

Overview according to EN 13537 in °C, Comfort Limit (M)

ECC EXPEDITION
DIScover

ECC LINE

AIRPACK

800+

700+

700+

cuin

cuin

cuin

LIGHT DOWN

LADAKH PLUS

SPACER

800+

600+

600+

cuin

cuin

cuin

+10°C
Airpack 300

0°C
Airpack Ultra

ECC Line 600

Airpack 600

ECC Line 800

Airpack 900

ECC Line 1000

Airpack 1200

Lady Light Down

Ladakh Plus 600

Spacer One

Man Light Down

-10°C

ECC Expedition 800

-20°C
ECC Expedition 1000

ECC Line 1300

-30°C

ECC Expedition 1200

-40°C
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Ladakh Plus 900

Spacer
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

ECC EXPEDITION

ECC stands for “Extreme Cold Conditions”. The sleeping bags of this product line are equipped with the
unique DIScover ( Dry Insulation System) feature, worldwide.
This system, designed and patented by us, ensures a quicker and more effective way to air and dry the
sleeping bag – in this way you remain warmer and drier, especially during periods of extended use.
This sleeping bag range distinguishes itself by its optimised warmth to weight ratio for extreme
conditions. The additional longitudinal baffle allows for a better distribution of the down along the
zipper.For the filling we exclusively use 95/5 North-East European CQ-Down™– snow goose down
with a filling power of 800 cuin.
Vital for any expedition, high altitude mountaineering and extreme trekking, where a sleeping bag is essential
not just for sleep, but for survival.

//features

Trapezoidal baffle construction
Differencial cut
Water-repellent Shellproof Ultra outer material
Soft & very light Shelltex Ultra inner lining with high breathability
Pre-formed down lined thermo collar
Contoured hood
G-LOFT insulated face opening that can be adjusted individually
Inner pocket

Differencial Cut
Thermal Draught Collar

800+

Zipper Heat Strip

cuin

Zipper Draught Tube
Anti-Snag Tape
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper

Model
800
1000
1200

Comfort
W
-8,3
-8,3
-13,1
-13,1
-27,3
-27,3

Comfort
Limit M
-15,5
-15,5
-24,3
-24,3
-37,8
-37,8

Extreme Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

-36,0
-36,0
-45,5
-45,5
-65,2
-65,2

215/80/52
230/83/54
215/80/52
230/83/54
215/80/52
230/83/54

M
L
M
L
M
L

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)
1.450
1.590
1.710
1.880
1.890
2.080

25 x 46
25 x 46
26 x 48
26 x 48
26 x 48
26 x 48

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

DS 93830
DS 93840
DS 93900
DS 93910
DS 93860
DS 93890

DS 93831
DS 93841
DS 93901
DS 93911
DS 93861
DS 93891

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
European
snow goose down 95/5
Outer shell
Shellproof Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

CARINTHIA OUTDOOR CATALOGUE 14

DIScover - DRY INSULATION SYSTEM

DIScover

A person perspires up to 500 grams of moisture in the form of vaporized sweat, per
night. This moisture – should it be trapped in the insulation material of the sleeping
bag – causes a dramatic reduction in insulating property. At very low temperatures the
condensation point (the temperature at which vapour becomes liquid) is mostly
located at the inner side of the outer shell. At extreme temperatures the condensed
water can even freeze to ice. The result is when you get out and the bag cools, the
filling absorbs the remaining moisture. Over a period of continued use, the filling cannot
dry out and the sleeping bag gets damper and heavier.
The consequence is a sharp decline in the insulating property of the down sleeping bag.

THE SOLUTION: DIScover

This system employs a second reversible outer shell which is made from
water resistant and breathable Shellproof Ultra .
Using a zip this outer layer can easily be turned outwards for drying. Ice
crystals and water drops, which have built up between the layers, can simply
be wiped or shaken off. To speed up the drying process of the remaining
moisture, the inner sleeping bag layer is made of down-proof yet extremely
breathable Shelltex Ultra.
Due to the additional air space between the outer shells heat retention is
increased leading to an unrivalled warmth-to weight ratio.

Race to the South Pole
Team Austria
with Austria ski-legend Hermann
Maier and Radio-Micro-Man Tom
Walek
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

ECC LINE

The ECC Line is the result of a longstanding R&D process. As an excellent all-rounder
these sleeping bags have various uses. Feel comfortable from zero degrees down to
arctic temperatures.
An excellent all-rounder for expeditions, mountaineering and trekking in dry and cold regions – when thermal
efficiency and comfort is required.
Trapezoidal baffle construction
Differential cut
Water-repellent Shelltex outer material
Soft and very light, Shelltex Ultra inner lining with high breathability
Pre-formed G-LOFT lined thermo collar
Anatomically formed foot section with horizontal baffles to stabilize the down fill
Contoured hood
G-LOFT insulated face opening that can be adjusted individually
Inner pocket

//features
Differencial Cut
Anatomically Formed Foot Box
Thermal Draught Collar

700+
cuin

Zipper Heat Strip
Zipper Draught Tube
Anti-Snag Tape
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper

Model
400
600
800
1000
1300

Comfort
3,2
W
3,2
-0,4
-0,4
-6,9
-6,9
-9,5
-9,5
-9,5
-19,0
-19,0
-19,0

Comfort
-2,1 M
Limit
-2,1
-6,4
-6,4
-13,9
-13,9
-16,9
-16,9
-16,9
-28,1
-28,1
-28,1

Extreme Size
-18,4
-18,4
-24,0
-24,0
-33,9
-33,9
-37,8
-37,8
-37,8
-52,5
-52,5
-52,5

M
L
M
L
M
L
S
M
L
S
M
L

Inner

Dimen215/80/52
sions (cm)
230/83/54
215/80/52
230/83/54
215/80/52
230/83/54
200/77/50
215/80/52
230/83/54
200/77/50
215/80/52
230/83/54

Weight Pack size
1.200
20
x 36
(g)
(cm)
1.250
1.400
1.470
1.600
1.720
1.740
1.800
1.950
2.000
2.100
2.300

20 x 36
22 x 44
22 x 44
25 x 46
25 x 46
26 x 48
26 x 48
26 x 48
26 x 48
26 x 54
26 x 54

Art. Nr.
DS 93400
Zip
right

DS 93530
DS 93450
DS 93580
DS 93440
DS 93470
DS 93520
DS 93460
DS 93490
DS 93590
DS 93600
DS 93610

Art. Nr.

DS
Zip93401
left
DS 93531
DS 93451
DS 93581
DS 93441
DS 93471
DS 93521
DS 93461
DS 93491
DS 93591
DS 93601
DS 93611

Temperaturangaben nach EN 13537

22

Filling
European
goose down 90/10
Outer shell
Shelltex
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

ECC 800
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

AIRPACK ULTRA

The Airpack Ultra has been designed to provide an excellent warmth to weight ratio.
Weighing a mere 700 grams, this sleeping bag impresses with its thermal insulation
value down to -4 degrees in the comfort zone (tested according to EN 13537).
For travellers, mountain climbers and outdoor enthusiasts, who are conscious of every gram, but do not want to
forgo good thermal comfort.
H-baffle construction
Differential cut
Breathable outer- and inner material
Contoured hood
Face opening that can be individually adjusted
Compartment for sleeping mats

//features
Differential Cut
Zipper Heat Strip

700+

Combinable

cuin

2-Way-Zipper

The most striking detail of the Airpack Ultra is the
bottom side. Here we have deliberately forgone the
down filling and have instead included a compartment
for a sleeping mat. We worked intensively on this concept to make sure that no cold bridges are formed
between the mat and the sleeping bag.

Model

Comfort
W

Comfort
Limit M

Airpack Ultra

1,6
1,6

-4,1
-4,1

Extreme Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

-20,9
-20,9

215/77/50
230/80/52

M
L

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)
700
700

18 x 34
18 x 34

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

DS 92900
DS 92910

DS 92901
DS 92911

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
European
goose down 90/10
Outer shell
Shelltex Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

AIRPACK

Ideal for alpinists and outdoor lovers for whom every gram and every cubic centimeter
of stowage space counts. The Airpack is simply perfect, if low weight and a small
packsize are top priority
Climbing expeditions, high altitude mountaineering & trekking – where low weight and small pack size are more
important than full comfort.
H-baffle construction
Differential cut
Breathable outer-and inner material
Pre-formed G-LOFT filled thermal collar
Contoured hood
Face opening that can be individually adjusted
Inner pocket

//features
Differencial Cut
Thermal Draught Collar*

700+
cuin

Zipper Heat Strip
Zipper Draught Tube
Anti-Snag Tape
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper

*not included in model AIRPACK 300

Airpack 300, 600 & 900

Airpack 1200

Model

Comfort
W

Comfort
Limit M

300

9,8
9,8
-2,1
-2,1
-6,9
-6,9
-12,0
-12,0

5,6
5,6
-8,3
-8,3
-13,9
-13,9
-19,9
-19,9

600
900
1200

Extreme Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

-8,2
-8,2
-26,6
-26,6
-33,9
-33,9
-41,7
-41,7

215/77/50
230/80/52
215/77/50
230/80/52
215/77/50
230/80/52
215/77/50
230/80/52

M
L
M
L
M
L
M
L

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)
650
700
1.000
1.100
1.400
1.520
1.800
1.950

18 x 34
18 x 34
20 x 36
20 x 36
22 x 44
22 x 44
25 x 46
25 x 46

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

DS 92930
DS 92920
DS 92940
DS 92950
DS 92980
DS 92990
DS 92960
DS 92970

DS 92931
DS 92921
DS 92941
DS 92951
DS 92981
DS 92991
DS 92961
DS 92971

Filling
European
goose down 90/10
Outer shell
Airpack 200, 600 & 900:
Shelltex Ultra
Airpack 1200:
Shellproof Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

Temperature according to EN 13537
Airpack 600
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

LADY & MAN LIGHT DOWN
The LADY Light Down weighs a mere 600 grams and with its special cut for women, it is
perfectly customised to the female fit and physiological needs. This sleeping bag scores
points with its light weight and high thermal efficiency. Additional filling in the foot-box,
where it often gets cold, keeps the feet warmer.
The newly developed MAN Down Light combines as high-end sleeping bag minimum
weight with excellent heat output. This unique relationship is achieved through the use of
Shelltex Superlight 25g/m² and best European snow goose down 95/5.
Travelling, trekking and hiking – a particularly light and easily compressible down sleeping bag for a comfort range
down to zero degrees
H-baffle construction
Differential cut
Ultra-light and breathable outer-and inner material
Down filled 3D thermal collar
Contoured hood
Face opening that can be individually adjusted
Inner pocket

//features
Differencial Cut
Thermal Draught Collar

800+

Zipper Heat Strip

cuin

Combinable
2-Way-Zipper

Lady Light Down

Man Light Down

Model
Lady Light Down
Man Light Down

Comfort
W

Comfort
Limit M

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0

-3,6
-3,6
-3,6
-3,6

Extreme Size
-20,3
-20,3
-20,3
-20,3

S
M
M
L

Inner
Dimensions (cm)
190/69/44
200/72/46
215/75/47
230/78/50

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)
600
660
670
735

18 x 34
18 x 34
18 x 34
18 x 34

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

DS 90760
DS 90770
DS 90780
DS 90790

DS 90761
DS 90771
DS 90781
DS 90791

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
European
snow goose down 95/5
Outer shell
Shelltex Superlight
Inner lining
Shelltex Superlight
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

LADAKH PLUS

Versatility, comfort and sturdiness with an excellent price-performance ratio were given
priority during the design process of this all-rounder.
The somewhat roomier cut, the pre-formed hood with its thermal collar as well as the
zipper that runs around the complete foot-box are distinctive features of this sleeping
Mountain tours, travels, trekking, camping & Interrail - when comfort and versatility are more important than
ultra-light weight
H-baffle construction
Differential cut
Water-repellent Shelltex outer material
Soft & very light Shelltex Ultra inner lining (high breathability)
G-LOFT filled thermal collar
Contoured hood
Individually adjustable face opening
Zipper that runs around the foot box (can be opened and used as a blanket)
Inner pocket

//features
Differential Cut
Thermal Draught Collar
Zipper Heat Strip

600+
cuin

Anti-Snag Tape
2-Way-Zipper

Model
600
900

Comfort
W
0,9
0,9
-3,8
-3,8

Comfort
Limit M
-4,8
-4,8
-10,4
-10,4

Extreme Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

-21,9
-21,9
-29,2
-29,2

215/90/62
230/93/64
215/90/62
230/93/64

1.500
1.550
1.750
1.850

DS 90320
DS 90330
DS 90340
DS 90350

DS 90321
DS 90331
DS 90341
DS 90351

M
L
M
L

22 x 44
22 x 44
25 x 46
25 x 46

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
European
duck down 80/20
Outer shell
Shelltex
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

CARINTHIA OUTDOOR CATALOGUE 14

CQ-DOWN™ -- DOWN
DOWN SLEEPING
SLEEPING BAGS
BAGS
CQ-DOWN™

RECTANGULAR SLEEPING BAGS
At moderate temperatures and when weight and packing size are
not a top priority, rectangular bags are ideal. They offer ample
room for a good night’s sleep and they can be used as a picnic rug
or as an additional quilt in a mountain chalet.

Tent camps, chalet tours, caravaning, Interrail, camping – when comfort is more important than weight and size.

//features

600+

Thermal Draught Collar*

cuin

Zipper Heat Strip
Anti-Snag Tape

SPACER ONE

Combinable

A premium sleeping bag! Featuring 700g of high quality duck down filling
(600+ cuin), H-baffle design and polycotton lining. These features of the
Spacer One keep you comfortably warm. It cannot only be used as a sleeping
bag, but lends itself especially to be used as a quilt.

2-Way-Zipper

*not included in model SPACER ONE

SPACER
A three-season sleeping bag, rather than a typical
rectangular bag, featuring 800 g high-quality duck
down (600 cuin), H-baffle design, thermal collar and a
hood. With its zip-around system it can be converted
into a quilt and the polycotton lining fits the design.

Model

Comfort
W

Comfort
Limit M

Spacer One

-1,6
-1,6
-7,4
-7,4

-7,7
-7,7
-14,6
-14,6

Spacer

Extreme Size

Inner
Dimensions (cm)

-25,8
-25,8
-34,7
-34,7

220/80/80
235/85/85
220/80/80
235/85/85

M
L
M
L

600+
cuin

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)
1.700
1.850
1.800
1.950

25 x 46
25 x 46
25 x 46
25 x 46

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

DS 90040
DS 90080
DS 90020
DS 90010

DS 90041
DS 90081
DS 90021
DS 90011

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
European
duck down 80/20
Outer shell
Shelltex
Inner lining
Polycotton

APPAREL
In our clothing line we transfered our accumulated
know-how from the sleeping bag area into our
products. Our clothing line meets the highest standards in the areas of cold protection, versatility and
quality.
The innovative G-LOFT synthetic fibre developed by
us in Seeboden has naturally found its way into our
apparel and it guarantees excellent performance of
our synthetic fibre garments. Intelligent, wellconceived, and practice-oriented solutions are
always in the foreground during the development of
our apparel.
With our decades-long experience as outdoor
specialists we strive to create room for sporting
performance under the most difficult conditions.
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G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE APPAREL

G-LOFT ISG

The G-LOFT ISG Jacket combines the advantages of the G-LOFT technology with the characteristics
and the application range of a softshell jacket. It convinces by combining our G-LOFT ISO + filling
with a highly breathable polyamide fabric in the body region and lightweight softshell fabric on the
arms and sides. Thus, the body remains warm and dry.

NEW

//features
Filling
G-LOFT ISO+ Body 40g/m²
Outer Shell
3L Softshell
Outer & Inner Material Body
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Weight (g)
750 g (Size M)
Stuff size
14x25 cm
Color
Black

Detachable hood, stowable in collar
Adjustable hood with elastic drawstrings in two directions
Thermal fleece lined collar
Water-repellent outer zippers
2-way front zipper with wind flap and chin guard
Ventilation & reach through openings with zipper in the side seam
2 large exterior insulated pockets
Pre-shaped sleeves
2 front zip sleeve pockets
Inlying hand adjustable elastic drawcord at hem
Includes storage bag and carry bag

32

G-LOFT ISG

INSULATED
SHELL
GARMENT
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G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE APPAREL

G-LOFT ALPINE JACKET

The new G-LOFT® Alpine Jacket is an extremely durable, robust, warm and windproof
garment. Along with the classic Carinthia features this jacket has further characteristics,
which make it indispensable in hard conditions.

//features
Filling
G-LOFT ISO+, body 145 g/m², arms 110 g/m²
Outer shell
Gore Windstopper® with ePTFE Membrane
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Weight (g)
940 g (Size M)
Pack size
17x31 cm
Colors
Red, black

Warm, windproof and moisture resistant
Gore-Windstopper® protects against wind and moisture
Durable and robust for rugged active use due to its Keprotec anti-abrasion panels at the shoulders and arms
Adjustable G-LOFT insulated hood
Fleece inner collar
Elastic wrist warmers
Under-arm ventilation zips
2 large thermal fleece lined outer pockets with water resistant zips and zipper garages
2 inner Napoleon pockets
Highly breathable inner material, which transports moisture away from the body
Water repellent 2-way-front-zipper with wind flap and chin protection
Single-hand adjustable draw cord

34
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G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE APPAREL

G-LOFT LIGHT SERIES

The G-LOFT LIGHT series is characterized by its versatility. This wind-resistant and
robust product line has an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio and also a very small
pack size (jacket and vest can be stored in one of the outside pockets).

//features

LIGHT JACKET & VEST
Water repellent outer material
Adjustable collar
Soft Thermofleece lined collar
Water repellent front-zipper with wind flap and
chin protection
2 large outer pockets with water repellent
zipper and zipper garages
2 inner Napoleon pockets
Elastic cuffs
Back with longer cut
Single-hand adjustable drawcord
waistband
Jackets left outer pocket can be
used as pack sack

Filling
G-LOFT ISO+ 80g/m²
Outer shell
Shelltex
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Weight (g)
JACKET: 540g (Size M)
VEST: 410g (Size M)
TROUSERS: 610g (Size M)
Colors Jacket & Vest
Red, Blue & Black
Color Trousers
Black

LIGHT TROUSERS
Water repellent outer material
High-cut waistband at the back
Backside pocket with water resistant zipper and zipper garages
Elasticated waist draw-cord
2 Net inner pockets
Water repellent 2-way-side-zipper
Garage & storm flap up to the waist
Pre-shaped knees
Reinforced and adjustable lower-leg with Velcro/press stud closure
Optional suspenders available
Outer pocket can be used as storage sack
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G-LOFT - SYNTHETIC FIBRE APPAREL

G-LOFT ULTRA SERIES

Light, warm and well tailored are the characteristics of our G-LOFT ULTRA series.
Perfectly tailored it can be used as second layer between functional underwear and
hardshell in winter outdoor activities. In the transition period, these lightweights turn
into ideal companion for trekking and leisure. The easy-care product line with the new
G-LOFT Ultra filling scores with a small pack size and insensitivity to moisture.

ULTRA JACKET

NEW

2 side pockets
Elastic cuffs and waist
Fitted stretch collar
Elastic stretch fleece inserts on the arms and sides
The left front pocket can be used as
storage sack

ULTRA VEST
2 side pockets
Fitted stretch collar
Elastic stretch fleece inserts on the sides
The left pocket can be used as storage sack

//features
Filling
G-LOFT ISO+ 60g/m²
Outer shell
Shelltex Ultra, Stretch-Fleece-Inserts
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Weight (g)
JACKET: 380g (Size M)
VEST: 275g (Size M)
TROUSERS: 300g (Size M)
Color
Black, Olive

ULTRA TROUSERS
Pocket on the back with Velcro fastener
Elastic waistband
elastic Thermo-fleece-inserts along the whole leg for optimal form
2-way-side-zipper up to the waist and zipper garages
Pocket can be used as storage sack
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN APPAREL

EXTREME SERIES

Perfect for the coldest regions of this planet, this Down Overall takes you to the South
Pole or high up to 8.000 m peaks. Our H-baffle construction provides warmth while
being considerably lightweight. It is fully functional, offers highest climate comfort and
room to move when mountaineering.

DOWNY EXTREME OVERALL

800+
cuin

Water repellent outer material with PU-Membrane
PU-coated Nylon reinforced shoulders, forearms, elbows,
seat, knees and instep (inside & outside)
Helmet compatible, removable and adjustable 2-way
storm hood
G-LOFT storm flap
2-way-zipper with G-LOFT zipper-heat-strip
2 large Napoleon pockets
2 large internal pockets with zippers
1 large, patched thigh pocket
Cuffs with integrated thermal-fleece inner-cuffs and
Velcro strap for individual adjustment
Adjustable velcro waist band
Drop-Seat
Watertight zippers (hood & side seams)

//features
Filling
North European snow goose down 95/5
Outer shell
Shellproof Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Pack size
25 x 46 cm
Weight (g)
1.700g (Size M)
Color
Red/black
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN APPAREL
Arctic and high-altitude tested down jacket with
parka-like cut and H-baffles.

DOWNY EXTREME JACKET
Water repellent outer material with PU-Membrane
Adjustable, zip-off, helmet-compatible hood with reinforced visor
and Velcro closure
Thermofleece lined collar
2-way front zip with padded stormflap with Velcro closure
G-LOFT stormflap with chin guard
2 Thermofleece lined outer pockets
1 Napoleon pocket
2 zipped inner pockets
elasticised snow skirt with anti-slip silicone and studded closure
Pre-shaped elbows
Velcro-adjustable cuffs with Thermofleece inner cuffs
Elastic seams in the back (inside)
Single-hand adjustable draw cord
Storage sack included

700+
cuin

//features

Filling
North European snow goose down 90/10
Outer shell
JACKET: Shellproof Ultra
MITTENS: Shellproof
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Pack size
24 x 40 cm
Weight (g)
JACKET: 1.300g (Size M)
MITTENS: 300g (Pair, Size M)
Colors
JACKET: Red, blue, black
MITTENS: Red/black

These extremely warm expedition down
gloves are a perfect addition to our Downy
Extreme overall or the Downy Extreme jacket.

DOWNY EXTREME MITTENS
700+
cuin

Reinforced on the palms and fingertips
One-handed draw cord at the cuff
Adjustable elastic Velcro wrist
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN APPAREL

ALPINE SERIES
700+

Very warm alpine down jacket with
H-baffle construction

cuin

DOWNY ALPINE JACKET
Water repellent outer material with PU-Membrane
Adjustable, zip-off, helmet-compatible hood with reinforced
visor
Thermofleece collar lining
2-way front zip with lined Velcro closure
G -LOFT stormflap with chin guard
2 large Napoleon pockets
2 large internal pockets with zippers
Velcro-adjustable cuffs with Thermofleece inner hand-cuffs
Elastic seams in the back
Back with longer cut
One-hand adjustable waist draw cord
Suitable for climbing harness
Storage sack included

700+
cuin

Robust, warm, expedition down
trousers with H-baffle construction.

DOWNY ALPINE TROUSERS
Water repellent outer material with PU-Membrane
Reinforced knees and backside
Higher cut at back
Waist with Thermofleece lining
Backside pocket with water-resistant zippers and zipper
garage (suitable for storing the pants)
2-way side-zip with G-LOFT stormflap and lined Velcro
closure
Pre-shaped knees
Removable holster braces for drop-seat
Strengthened, adjustable width ankles (inside & outside)
with Velcro snap fastener
Outside pocket can be used as storage sack
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//features
Filling
European goose down 90/10
Outer shell
Shellproof Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Pack size Jacket
22 x 36 cm
Weight (g)
JACKET: 850g (Size M)
TROUSERS: 740g (Size M)
Colors
JACKET: Red, blue, black
TROUSERS: Black
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN APPAREL

LIGHT SERIES
Lightweight protection with a true H-baffle construction for high insulation and extremely small
packsize.
Trekking, mountaineering and winter tours.

700+
cuin

DOWNY LIGHT JACKET
H-baffle construction
Light, water repellent & breathable outer material
Tight-fitting, down-filled hood
Thermofleece inner collar
Water-resistant front zip with chin protection
G-LOFT padded stormflap
2 large outer pockets with water-resistant zippers and zipper garages
2 large zipped inner pockets
elastic cuffs
elastic box seams inside
back with longer cut
One-hand adjustable elastic waist draw cord
Left outer pocket can be used as storage sack

700+
cuin

//features
Filling
European goose down 90/10
Outer shell
Shelltex Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
Sizes
S-XXL
Weight (g)
JACKET: 450g (Size M)
VEST: 370g (Size M)
Colors
Red, blue, black

Cold protection in “shorter format” is
offered by the Downy light vest.

DOWNY LIGHT VEST
H-baffle construction
Light, water repellent & breathable outer material
Adjustable collar
Thermofleece inner collar
Elastic storm flap (arm openings)
Water-resistant front zip with chin protection
G-LOFT padded stormflap
2 large outer pockets with water-resistant zippers and zipper garages
2 large zipped inner pockets
elastic box seams inside
back with longer cut
One-hand adjustable elastic waist draw cord
Left outer pocket can be used as storage sack
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CQ-DOWN™ - DOWN APPAREL

DOWNY ULTRA JACKET

Our new ultra-light down jacket. Breathable, light-weight, warm and a very small
pack-size, are all the decisive characteristics for this new garment.

800+
cuin

//features
Filling
European snow goose down 95/5
Outer shell
Shelltex Superlight
Inner lining
Shelltex Superlight
Sizes
S-XXL
Weight (g)
320 g (Size M)
Color
Steelgrey/Lime

H-baffle construction
Extrem light & breathable outer shell & inner lining (25 gr/m²)
Light & warm
Form fitting
Pre-shaped arms
Anti-snag tape with chin guard
G-LOFT padded collar
2 inner Napoleon pockets (left and right)
Small pack-size
Left outside pocket can be used as storage sack
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G-LOFT PROFESSIONAL

The convenient multi-function jacket is 100% windproof and waterproof and
keeps you warm even at very low temperatures.

ECIG JACKET

3-direction adjustable, zip-off hood
2-way front zipper
elastic cuffs
Ventilation/grasp through openings
Napoleon pocket
2-way front zipper with wind flap and chin guard
2 large lined with thermo fleece
outside pockets

//features

Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
JACKET: Body 220 g/m², arms 145 g/m²
TROUSERS: 145 g/m²
Outer shell
Gore Windstopper®
Inner lining
Shelltrans
Sizes
S-XXL

ECIG TROUSERS

High-cut waistband at the back
Pre-shaped knees
Reinforced inner leg area
Pocket on the rear side
waterproof zipper and zipper garage

2 large pockets
3 sleeve pockets
Large pocket on the back
Snow flap
Wrist Warmers made from Thermofleece
One-hand adjustable elastic waist
draw cord
Storage sack included

Pack size
Jacket: 22 x 40 cm
Trousers: 18 x 31 cm
Weight (g)
JACKET: 1.500g (Size M)
TROUSERS: 920g (Size M)
Color
Olive

2-way side zips up to the top edge of collar lined with Velcro Cover
Removable holster braces for drop seat
Adjustable leg cuffs with Velcro-flap

HIG stands for „High Insulation Garment“. The convenient multifunction jacket is 100% windproof and waterproof and very warm.

HIG JACKET 2.0
In 3 directions, adjustable hood (stowable in collar)
Elastic cuffs
Ventilation/gasp through openings
Water resistant 2-way front zip with storm flap and chin guard
2 large outer pockets lined with Thermofleece
1 Napoleon pocket inside
3 sleeve pockets
Hand adjustable elastic drawcord waistband
Storage sack included

//features

Filling
G-LOFT
JACKET: Body 145 g/m², arms 110 g/m²
TROUSERS: 125 g/m²
Outer shell
Gore Windstopper®
Inner lining
Shelltrans
Sizes
S-XXL

HIG TROUSERS 2.0

Pack size
Jacket: 17 x 33 cm
Trousers: 18 x 31 cm

High-cut waistband at the back
Pre-shaped knees
Reinforced inner leg area
Pocket on the rear side waterproof zipper and zipper garage
Water repellent 2-way-side-zipper
Inside adjustable leg cuffs
Velcro adjustable holster braces

Weight (g)
JACKET: 900g (Size M)
TROUSERS: 710g (Size M)
Colors
Black, olive, sand
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G-LOFT PROFESSIONAL

MIG stands for “Medium Insulation Garment”. This slightly shorter cut
multifunctional jacket offers increased weather protection due to the
GORE-TEX Windstopper® outer shell in combination with the tried and
tested G-LOFT filling. The jacket is 100% windproof as well as waterproof and
very warm.

MIG JACKET 2.0
Padded, in 2 directions adjustable hood
Elastic cuffs
Ventilation openings
Water resistant 2-way front zip with storm flap and chin guard
2 large outer pockets lined with Thermofleece
2 inside pockets
3 sleeve pockets
Hand adjustable elastic drawcord waistband
Storage sack included

//features

Filling
G-LOFT
Body 125 g/m², arms 80 g/m²
Outer shell
Gore Windstopper®
Inner lining
Shelltrans
Sizes
S-XXL
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Pack size
15 x 28 cm
Weight (g)
JACKET: 890g (Size M)
Colors
Black, olive, sand
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G-LOFT PROFESSIONAL

TRG - TACTICAL RAIN GARMENTS
TRG JACKET

Tested 10.000 mm water column
Helmet-compatible hood with 2-way adjustment and reinforced screen
Hood stows in collar with Velcro adjustment
High collar with soft fleece trim
Water-repellent YKK® outer zippers
2-way, 6mm front zipper with wind flap and chin guard
Outer double flap
4 large outer pockets
1 compass breast pocket
2 Napoleon pockets
Ventilation/access opening on the side seams, with zippers
1 large pocket on the back
2 upper arm pockets with Velcro for attaching badges
Anatomically pre-curved sleeves with Velcro adjustment
Width-adjustable windscreen, with anti-slip silicone and snap closure
Internal, single-handed fully adjustable, elastic drawcord at hem
Compression bag included
Machine washable at 60 degrees

NEW

//features
Outer Fabric

100% Polyamide, water repellent, windproof, breathable
Membrane: Bi-component based on ePTFE - olive
Membrane: Topaz PTFE, DUO component – multicam
Sizes
S-XXL

Weight (g)
JACKET OLIVE: 750g, JACKET CAM: 960 g
TROUSERS OLIVE: 520g, TROUSERS CAM: 500g
Colors
Olive, CAM

TRG TROUSERS

Tested 10.000 mm water column
Elasticized waistband with internal drawstring and button closure
Water-repellent YKK® outer zippers
2-way leg zipper to hem, with wind flap
2 large side pockets
Ergonomic preshaped knees
Reinforced inner leg area
Width adjustable hem with velcor adjustment
Compression bag included
Optional adjustable suspenders
Machine washable at 60 degrees
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G-LOFT PROFESSIONAL

PRG - PROFESSIONAL RAIN GARMENTS
NEW

PRG JACKET

Tested 10.000 mm water column
Attached, helmet-compatible hood
2-way adjustable hood with stiffened peak
Adjustable hood & hem with cords concealed in outer pockets
Water-repellent YKK® outer zippers
2-way, 6mm front zipper with wind flap and chin guard
Outer covering flap flap
2 large outer pockets with zippers
Mesh inner pocket with zipper
Underarm ventilation
2 upper arm pockets with Velcro for attaching badges
Anatomically pre-curved sleeves with vlecro adjustment
Internal, single-handed fully adjustable, elastic drawcord at hem
Compression bag included
Machine washable at 60 degrees

//features
Outer Fabric

100% Polyamide, water repellent, windproof, breathable
Membrane: Bi-component based on ePTFE – olive, black
Sizes
S-XXL
Weight (g)
JACKET: 580g
TROUSERS: 510g
Colors
Olive, Black

PRG TROUSERS

Tested 10.000 mm water column
Elasticized waistband with internal drawstring and button closure
Water-repellent YKK® outer zippers
2-way leg zipper to hem, with wind flap
2 large front pockets
Ergonomic preshaped knees
Reinforced inner leg area
Width adjustable hem with velcor adjustment
Compression bag included
Optional adjustable suspenders
Machine washable at 60 degrees
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G-LOFT WILDLIFE

The sleeping bags of our Wildlife series are geared towards people who often spend
the nights outdoors or who remain motionless outdoors for whatever reason: nature
watchers, film makers, photographers, hunters or adventurers. Therefore these
Wildlife models are cut slightly wider and are a muted olive colour.
When ruggedness, sturdiness and versatility matter - Nature watching, hunting and fishing, backpacking and trips
with all-terrain vehicles, extended use in tent camps.

TROPEN
The tropics is an extremely lightweight sleeping bag with
a very small pack size and low weight. The head region is
characterized by an integrated mosquito net and thus
ensures quiet nights.

//features
Differential Cut
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®

//features
Differential Cut

DEFENCE 4
The Defence 4 is an adaption from our military range
and one of the best-selling bags of its kind. It features a
zipper on the top, a strong water-resistant outer shell
and is extremely sturdy.

Thermal Draught Collar
Zipper Heat Strip
Zipper Draught Tube
Anti-Snag Tape
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®
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G-LOFT WILDLIFE

//features

BRENTA
Is THE all-rounder from this range with excellent
thermal efficiency. This is the only model that
features a Polycotton inner lining.

Differential Cut
Thermal Draught Collar
Zipper Heat Strip
Combinable
2-Way-Zipper
Thermoflect®

WILDERNESS
The Wilderness features integrated
sleeves that can be sealed and stored
between the insulation layers. When in
use, this allows unlimited freedom of
movement, ideal when cooking or writing (additional pocket for a torch, battery or camera). The sleeping bag doubles as a “coat”, thanks to the zip at the
foot-end

Model
Tropen
Tropen Sand
Defence 4
Brenta
Wilderness

Comfort
W

Comfort
Limit M

Extreme Size

8,0
8,0
8,0
8,0
-8,8
-8,8
-4,4
-4,4
-10,7

5,0
5,0
5,0
5,0
-16,1
-16,1
-11,0
-11,0
-18,4

-12,0
-12,0
-12,0
-12,0
-36,6
-36,6
-30,0
-30,0
-39,7

M
L
M
L
M
L
M
L
M

Inner
Dimensions (cm)
220/85/60
235/87/65
220/85/60
235/87/65
185/84/57
200/87/60
215/85/60
230/85/60
230/85/60

Weight Pack size
(g)
(cm)
1.100
1.300
1.100
1.300
1.850
2.000
1.850
1.950
3.000

18 x 28
18 x 35
18 x 28
18 x 35
23 x 38
25 x 38
23 x 44
23 x 44
27 x 60

Art. Nr.
Zip right

Art. Nr.
Zip left

92450
92480
SS 91900
SS 91910
SS 92010

94511
94520
94513
94531
Middle zip
Middle zip
SS 91901
SS 91911
SS 92011

Temperature according to EN 13537
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Filling
G-LOFT ISO+
Outer shell
Tropen: Shelltrans
Defence 4: Shellproof
Brenta & Wilderness:
Shelltex
Inner lining
Tropen: Shelltrans
Defence 4: Shelltrans
Brenta & Wilderness:
Polycotton
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BIVY BAGS

BIVY BAGS

A bivouac can be necessary if you do not find a site for a tent, are forced
to sleep outdoors or just don’t want to carry a tent. That means a bivy
bag can be essential for comfort and for survival! We offer 3 models, and
we insist on the best materials available on the market: GORE-TEX®
Arid Lite Air. It is a unique three-layer laminate, absolutely waterproof
and extremely breathable. Unlike the GORE-TEX® Membrane, that is
used for clothing, the Arid Lite Air is air-permeable (it does not have a
Polyurethane coating on the membrane to protect against grease and
oil). As a result, our bivy bags can be closed completely, providing absolute weather protection along with great comfort.
For outdoor enthusiasts, mountaineers and travellers, who voluntarily or involuntarily have to spend the night
outdoors without a tent.

X-TOUR PROTECTOR
The X-Tour Protector is an unrivalled one-man bivy
“tent”! It is supported by 2 arch poles. No stabilising tent
pegs are necessary, and it offers ample space for baggage inside. An observation slit with an integrated mosquito net allows an unlimited view of the exterior.
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BIVY BAGS

BIVY TENT TOUR
The Bivy Tent Tour has a simpler design.
One arched pole keeps the bivy free of
the face and head. It offers absolute
weather protection in extreme situations, when it is a matter of survival
under the toughest conditions.

EXPEDITION-COVER GORE
The Expedition-Cover Gore is a classic
bivy bag - absolutely waterproof and
breathable. But with one difference:
With the zip-in-zip system you can zip
your sleeping bag into the bivy bag. Getting in and out is just as comfortable as
with a sleeping bag without a cover.

Moisture-/Steam-Transport
O2 | Co2 Transport
BREATHABLE
WATERPROOF

WINDPROOF

All our bivy bags and tents are equipped with a high quality 3
layer laminate of GORE TEX®. GORE TEX® ARID LITE AIR is
not only absolutely watertight, windproof and moisture permeable, it is also extremely breathable and – most importantly – gas permeable. This means, that our bivy bags and
tents can be completely sealed, without having to leave an
air-vent open. Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide exchange through
the material, even though you are fully protected from bad
weather.

STEAM
TRANSLUSCENT

Inner
Dimensions (cm)
240 x 75 x 60
250 x 76 x 40
230 x 90
Expedition-Cover Gore
X-Tour
Bivy Tent Tour

WHAT MAKES GORE-TEX® ARID LITE AIR
SO SPECIAL?

Weight
(g)

Pack size
(cm)

1450
1000
600

35 x 12
35 x 10
32 x 10

Art. Nr.
Zip right
ZU 93970 45
ZU 93940
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Art. Nr.
Zip left
ZU 93960 45
ZU 93941

Outer fabric
GORE-TEX® Arid Lite Air
Ground fabric
PU-coated
nylon fabric
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SLEEPING BAG ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

A sleeping bag is good, a separate liner makes it even better. It not only increases
warmth performance, it also extends the bag’s lifespan, as it keeps dirt from and
reduces mechanical strain on the sleeping bag. Of course a liner can also be used
alone in a chalet. The silk model for comfort and small pack size. The micro-fleece
model for that extra portion of warmth.

SILK LINER MUMMY
Made of silk - mummy-shaped
and ideal for use as an
inside cover.

GRIZZLY
Made of micro-fleece - an extra warm and fluffy
liner (inner sleeping bag) or chalet liner for cold
temperatures.

Size: 240 x 90/60 cm
Weight: 170 g

up to 180 cm height

Size: 225 x 90 cm
Weight: 500 g

SILK LINER QUILT
Made of silk - perfect for use
in a chalet or as
a summer blanket.

COTTON LINER
Baumwoll-Hüttenschlafsack,
auch als Innenschlafsack
verwendbar.

Size: 225 x 90 cm
Weight: 215 g

Size: 225 x 90 cm
Weight: 420 g

QUICK RELEASE COMPRESSION BAG
Handy compression bag with quick-release
ladder-lock buckles on the straps making it easy to
open and close.
Color: Black
Sizes: M - 22 x 44 cm
L - 26 x 48 cm
XL - 29 x 62 cm

TRAVEL CUSHION
Only 130g and perfect for a sound sleep.

COTTON STORAGE BAG

Size:
Storage sack:
Cover:
Filling:

Never keep a sleeping bag in its packsack for
longer periods. This breathable cotton storage
bag is kinder to your sleeping bag.
Size: 38 x 70 cm
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30 x 40 cm
8 x 17 cm
Soft brushed Polyester
G-LOFT ISO+
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
BOOTIES
Technical, high-cut booties with a waterproof fabric sole. Calf and
ankle draw cord for better fit. Great on winter trips or in bivouacs
thanks to moisture resistant G-LOFT filling.

//features
Filling
G-LOFT ISO+ 250g/m²
Outer shell
Shellproof
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

Sizes
M, L
Weight (g)
270g (Size M)
Color
Red

CELL PHONE BAG
Handy G-LOFT filled bag. Helps devices hold their charge so that
you can stay communicative even under difficult conditions.

//features
Filling
G-LOFT ISO+ 80g/m²
Outer shell
Shelltrans
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra

Weight (g)
12g
Color
Orange

BOOTIES

Super light, small packing – when your feet need that extra bit of warmth and relaxation!
Perfect for people with cold feet in the sleeping bag. PU-coated Nylon soles – great for an
overnight hut stay.

//features
700+
cuin

Filling
European goose down 90/10
Outer shell
Shelltex Ultra
Inner lining
Shelltex Ultra
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Sizes
M, L
Weight (g)
225g (Size M)
Color
Black
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CARE

CARE
DRYING!
Feathers and down dry very slowly after washing. Therefore
they should definitely be dried in a dryer set to the easy-care
program. If available, choose a 20 – 40 minute program.

DOWN

Take the jacket out and shake it hard and leave it to dry for an
hour in the air. The remaining moisture spreads out in the jacket
and can then be dried once more in the dryer. Repeat this
process for thick jackets. Leave the jacket in fresh air for at least
24 hours before you wear it for the first time and shake it regularly to make sure that the down is equally distributed throughout the filling.

AIR IT!
Before use unpack your sleeping bag, so the down can get its
full loft and warmth potential. Before packing the next morning, air it as long as possible .
STUFFING INSTEAD OF ROLLING!
Instead of rolling the same pattern over and over again
(stressing the shell and the filling), always stuff the sleeping
bag into the stuff sack.
NEVER STORE PACKED
Only stuff your down products into their compression sack
when transporting or traveling. Store them hanging open,
lying flat, or in a large storage bag (at least four times as large
as the stuff sack) in a dry place.
WASHING!
Washing “stresses”. If the outer shell has a stain, you do not
need to wash the whole item, just hand-wash the dirty part.
But, when the down doesn’t regain its full loft anymore or
gets smelly – the time has come for a wash...
HANDWASH!
Wash down products in the bath with plenty of lukewarm
water and special Down Wash. Press out the air and soak for
several hours, “stirring” by hand from time to time. Remove
any potential detergent stains (by hand or with a sponge).
Rinse several times with clean water, do not wring it, only
press out the water. This is the gentlest washing method. The
down does not suffer, but some difficult stains may remain.
MASHINE WASH!
Choose delicate or wool program and use special Down Wash
(no softener or conditioner). Machines cleans better than
hand washing, but it is stressful for the shell and down –
Make this your second choice for washing.

SYNTHETIC FIBRE
Synthetic insulation is an easy use/easy care material – still,
you should consider a few things:
STORE UNPACKED!
Synthetic fibers are relatively pressure-resistant. Yet in the long
run they do not want to be compressed all the time. The perfect
way to store any sleeping bag is fully open, in a dry place
without direct sunlight.
AVOID HIGH TEMPERATURES!
Never expose your packed synthetic sleeping bag to full
sunlight (and never, never store it in the trunk or under the rear
window of your car).
WASHING!
Do not overdo it, but wash your sleeping bag regularly if it looks
dirty or the loft decreases. Washing helps keep G-LOFT fibers
glide smoothly and get back into their “lofty” position.
TIPP!
Please completely close the zipper in both cases (synthetic fibre
& down products). Pull the zipper-slider into the zipper-garage
and turn the product inside-out.
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